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Background screening built for speed
You can buy time.
We all wish we could have more time, and with Verified First
you can. Let’s cut to the chase and find out whether we could be
a match made in the cloud!
We specialize in serving the SMB market of U.S.-based companies
with a strategic partner approach—with our compliance,
legal, SHRM- and PBSA-certified experts, all stateside.
If you don’t see what you need on our list, we welcome you to reach out
to us to see if we have it and we promise to give you a straight answer.
Our clients stick with us because we help them achieve their
hiring goals: quality of hire (QoH), time to hire (TTH), and cost per
hire (CPH). We’re confident we can do the same for you as we’ve
built our screening solution with these goals top of mind:

The BACKGROUND
SCREENING
PRODUCTS
and services we offer:
Criminal Background
Checks
Civil Records
MVR and DOT Reports
Text Messaging
Identity Services
Credit and Financial

• QoH is reached with pre-built complete screening
packages, that can also be custom-built per role.

Drug Screening

• TTH target is achieved with time-sensitive features including
a proactive Alerts System and SMS/texting.

Form I-9 and E-Verify

• CPH goal is met with our risk-free solution: no contracts, no
minimum usage, no setup fees, and no hidden costs.

Verifications

Background Screening
of Minors

“We have worked with Verified First for three years and have always had flawless
service! I would recommend them to anyone considering choosing a background
check company. Their suite of services covers all facets of background checks and
their customer service and support is excellent.”
—Dale Hall, HR Director at Allen Keller
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Verified First has cracked the nut on how to deliver better
experiences to organizations—one that’s faster, easier,
more affordable, and more accessible.

COMPLICATED
INTEGRATIONS
AN
EFFECTIVE SOLUTION.

Sure, Verified First offers the tried and true background
screening experience via a web-based portal; but to you,
it may just be one-too-many disconnected systems to
interact with. Why not go with what can work with the hiring
systems you have in place? Introducing: The VF Connector

Verified First’s browser extension
is available in your preferred web
browser when you’re ready.

The VF Connector browser extension integration
offers a seamless way to connect your hiring
platforms with Verified First’s screening solution,
robust enough to look like an API integration.

SEE WHY 7,000+ COMPANIES TRUST
VERIFIED FIRST WITH THEIR SCREENING NEEDS!

No long-term
contracts

No minimum
background screens

LET’S CHAT! Buyers like yourself come to us

No annual
commitments

Average 8.6 faster
turnaround times.

CONTACT US FOR A COMPLIMENTARY
REVIEW OF YOUR CURRENT
BACKGROUND SCREENING PROGRAM:

to experience a faster, easier, more helpful, more
compliant and more affordable background
screening solution. Allow us to listen to what
your hiring process is like, and we’ll be transparent
with you as to how we can help you ‘do better’.
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844-332-5690
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